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Questions of the numerical analysis of
differential equations
1. State a result of global existence which is valid for the Cauchy problem
for first order ordinary differential systems.
2. What is Euler’s direct scheme ?
3. What is the Crank-Nicolson scheme?
4. What is Euler’s implicit scheme ?
5. What does it mean that a first order discretization scheme is explicit
(implicit) ?
6. What is Heun’s scheme ?
7. What does it mean that a certain first order discretization scheme is
consistent of order q with a certain Cauchy problem?
8. What is the order of the previous Euler’s direct and implicit, Crank-
Nicolson and Heun’s schemes?
9. What does it mean that a certain first order discretization scheme is
convergent?
10. Discuss the resolubility of implicit schemes.
11. What are quadrature formulas?
12. Explain how Runge-Kutta schemes are constructed from quadrature
formulas.
13. State a general result of convergence for first order discretization
schemes.
14. What are multistep schemes?
15. Give examples of multistep schemes (Adams-Bashforth, Adams-
Moulton, Nystrom, Milne-Thompson schemes).
16. Generalize the notions of consistency and convergence to multistep
schemes.
17. State the main result of convergence for multistep discretization
schemes.
18. Explain the meaning of the writing etA, with A n× n matrix.
19. What is the variation of parameter formula?
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20. What does it mean that the n× n matrix A is diagonalizable?
21. Explain how the expressions etA, λI + A, (λI + A)−1, with λ ∈ C,
can be represented in case A is diagonalizable.
22. Suppose that A is doagonalizable. Explain how the eigenvalues of A
are connected what the behavior of etA as t→ +∞.
23. Explain what are stiff problems.
24. Give an example.
25. Define what it means that a discretization scheme is A−stable.
26. Discuss the examples of the discrete and implicit Euler’s scheme and
of the Crank-Nicolson scheme.
27. Consider a boundary value problem in the form





State a result of well posedness.
28. Explain why the elasticity system is well posed.
29. Illustrate the finite difference scheme in the case of the elasticity
system: explain why the discretization scheme can be computed, what is
the stability estimate, and what is the rate of convergence to the solution of
the differential problem.
30. Explain what is the shooting method and the corresponding dis-
cretization result.
31. Explain what is the variational method in the case of the one di-
mensional elasticity system: explain first that the solution of the differential
problem minimizes a certain functional. Given a finite dimensional subspace
S of the space C˜1([0, L]), explain why the same functional admits a unique
point of minimum in S. In what sense the point of minimum in S approx-
imates the solution of the differential problem? (That is, exhibit estimates
of the difference).
32. Discuss approximations by piecewise linear functions and cubic
splines.
32. Explain the meaning of the term ”weak derivative”.
33. Define the Sobolev spaces Hk(A) and H10 (A).
34. State the Lax-Milgram theorem.
35. Explain how it can be applied to obtain a weak solution (in the space
H10 (A)) of the elasticity system in higher dimensions.
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36. Generalize the previous results of discretization obtained in the one
dimensional case.
37. Discuss approximation by piecewise affine functions in a convex
polygon.
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